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One can get a fairly good insight into whRt we mean by
Monte Carlo methods just from the n8.me Flpplied .to it.
associate the idea of chance Rnd

~ambling

We

with Monte Cqrlo

and, in general, a.ny c8lcuLqtion whlch involves the use of
random s8mol1.ng CAn be referred to 9S 8. Monte Cprlo calcu1
lation.
It is used to solve problems which depend in some
way upon orobabilitv, where physical experimentatiJn is
i r!lPractic8.l, 8nd it is impossible to create an exect formula

for the problem.

Sometimes it can be used to find answers to

physical questions often having no relation to probability.2
George R. Stibitz has

sum~ed

UD

a descrlotion of the

~ethod

very concisely:
"Funjamentally the Monte CArlo method replaces 8. determi nate problem by a game of
chance, and the solution for the determinate
problem by the expected score on r<laying
the game. Sa.ch move is dictated by a chance
event, such as the draw of a card or inspection of the next digit in a random
sequence of digits. The rules of the game
are'etermlned by the proble'11 being solved
and the scores obtaired by playing the
game are related to the solution."]
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Since the problems are based on randomness and repeated trials
are necessary, the Monte Carlo method may be s81d to depend
for feasibility on high speed computers.

4

The two type s of proble'1s hand_led by Monte Carlo methods
are called prob8btl lsti c or deterllini sttc according to whether
or not they are directly concerned with random processes or not.
In the simplest Honte CArlo 8.Dproach to a prob8bil i .stic prob1e'J1, rRndoll nU'!lbers that simulate the ph;;.' sical random processes of the oroblem are observed until the solution can be
inferred fro'D. their behavior.

The second type or determlnis-

tic problem has no direct association with r8ndorn processes,
but by studl'ing the Droblem and using mathematical theory
a stochastic process with the same distribution can be constructed so that thts oroblem can be solved
Monte Carlo sillulation.

numeric~Llly

To distinguish direct

by

si~ulatio~

from this second technique, it is sometimes called s0ohlsticated Monte Carlo.

5

The name Bnd systematic develop'uent of Monte Carlo
methods starte(l durL:lg World II/BY' II.

Physicists John Von

NeU:TJ.Flnn and Stants18s Ulam here studying how neutrons be-

have whtle traveling through various 'Uaterials.

Their

solution resellbled a roulette wheel and consequently the
code naqe Monte Carlo.

6

ered! t for the sy stematic development

4Stibit2:, op. cit., p. 175.

5J .M.
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J
of these ineas is given to Harris and Herman Kohn in 1948. 7
Many isolated incidents of the use of Monte Carlo

~ethods

can be found which were previous to 1944, but proper credit
is still

~lven

~en

to these

as indeoendently rediscovering

and publishing their methods.

One examole is the story of

George Louis LeClerc de Buffon, an eighteenth century Bristocrat and gambler, who used the fundamental properties of the
Monte Carlo technique to find the area of an irregularly
shaped lake.

He drew the outline of the lake in the center

of a measured square of paper and threw needles a.t random
onto it.

The prooortion of the needles landing in the lake

would 9.;i ,re the area of the lake in proporti0J1 to that of the
square, the area of whtch was alreac,y k:own.

8

More complex

Monte Carlo techniques were dlsc)vered l.n a paper by Lord
Kelvin on the Boltzmann equation about 1904.

But Kelvin

~1aS

more concerned with results rather than the tech":iiques which
Booarently

see~ed

of Monte Carlo

obvious to him.

~ethods

With the intensive study

in the 1950's there WAS an attempt to

solve every problem in Sight by Monte Carlo.

This served

eventually to discyedit the su ject since all of these problems could not be solved

e~ficiently

with these ffiethods.

But recentl'!, with the recogni tL:m of those proble:ns ir.
which it is the best and maybe even the only technique of
findlng a solutio'1, Monte Carlo methods have come back into

7
8

Ha~mersley,

op. cit., p. 8.
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favorable use.

9

One of the main advantages of the Monte Carlo method
10
1.S its versatility.
Whenever the experiment is easier to
perfor'll than the numerical methods, then the use of random
sequences is worth while as a practical method of computation.
It is characteristic of the method that the error decreases
raoidly at first and then very slowly.
v~.lue

So the greatest

of the method may "be in gettlng very rough estimates

for a solution 8fter which standard methods for improving
the solution >nay be aDplied or transformations rnade on the
equations and the t10nte Carlo method appl led again. 12 But
'nuch work re'llB i n8 to be done on the method since accuracy of
Monte Carlo approximations imnrove only as the square of the
number of trials.

In other words, to double the accuracy

of an answer, the number of trials "!lust be quadrupled.
This could nean that as many as 100 million trials could be
necessary for one proble,n, and this is still
eve'~

on the fastest [)reseut computers.

trn~)r8cticqble

Another drs-wb"'lck 1s

that results of one Monte Carlo calculation can seldom be
extended to 8.nother set of coodi tions. 13
4s we have

~entioned,

all Monte Carlo computations

have one essential orocess in

9

Ha1nmersley,

10 Al t,

0 p.

11stibitz,

00.

cit.,
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cit.,
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323 •

cit., p. 177.

12 Ibid ., p. 183.

13Mccracken, op. cit.,

P.

com~on

96.

- at some point in the

11

5
calculations ," set of actual values must be substituted for
a random variable.

'rhese v8.1ues that are substituted. are

called randon numbers.

14

To use the Monte Carlo'uethod

successflllly on automatic computers a plentiful supply of
Tondom nu'Ubers must be easily available to the m.achine
when they are needed in CO'1lPutqtions. 15 Since random numbers
are so essential to Monte Carlo

~ethods,

theynust be defined

And understood before solutions CAn be found.
"'l

random number is one of

is as. lilcely

8S

"In theory

long series in which any number

8.

another to occur without regarrt to the numbers

co~ing before or after it. H16 The question comes to mind now
os to how a

co~~uter

can produce r8.ndom numbers as it needs

the'TI since randomness suggests anything but a fc)rmula or process.
ThereforE! mathematicians def1:1e rHndom numbers so that for
all pr.9cttcal purposes this sequence of numbers satisfies
stattstieal tests of bei'1g rAndom.
A sequence such as this which 1s statist Lca Lly rf-'lndom

is called pseudor,9ndom.
r9.ndo~

number, then we

If we let the symbol £ stand for a
C8.n

com;)ute

a

from a sequence of positive integers

~
14

=

pseudorandom sequence

Xi

from the relation
x,/m where m is a suttable positive integer. 1 ? Another

Hammersley,

00.

cit., p. 25.

15Stibitz, OPe cit., p. 188.
16pioer, OPe cit., ~1. 1.35.
17
HamlJlersley, OPe cit., pp. 26-27_
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method for generating pseudor,!',mdom sequences was suggested
by a llathematicia,n nalled Lehmer in 1951.

It 1s referred

to as the recurrence relation xL: ax,:., (modulo m) and can

xt::

be generalized to

8..:JCt_, + c (modulo m).

Here m is a

large integer determIned by the design of the cOllputer
(usually a large Dower of 2 or of 10), 8nd a, c, X

a

integers between

are

The numbers xi/In are then used

8nd m-1.

as the pseudorarJdom sequence.
These formulas are called congruential methods of
p;eneratlng pseudorandom numbers.

Sequences such 8S these

will repeat thenselves at'ter at mostn steps and will thereIf we choose m=16, a=), c=1,xo=2, the

fore be periodic.

sequence of x' s generated by the recurrence formula

,-I+

x,.~ a~

..

c

C'uodll} is 2,7,6, ), 10, 15, 14, 11, 2, 7, • • • so the
pertod is 8.

We must be sure that the pertod is longer than

the nurnber of rando;n numbers req ui red 1 Y] r-my s1 ''1,gle experime~t,

8nd usually the value of

this.

ill

1s large enough to

per~it

'rhe full period of m can glw8Ys be achiew"d provided:

1)

c and m hAve no com1J1on divisors;

2)

aE t (mod p) for every pri 'ue f8ctor p of m',

)}

8, ::

:l (mod

4) if rn 1s a 'llUl tiple of 4.

Thl:!re 1 s another type of sequeYlce called q uasirandom
that is glso used in some kinds of Monte Carlo work.
really a

non-r8ndo~

It 1s

sequence having only particular statis-

tiCAl properties that concern the problem.

It can be used

when thE! Violation of sorne statistic8.1 tests will not invalidate the result.

18
Hammersley,
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There are several nubli shed tl'lble s of r.9ndorn numbers
av~ilqble

for Monte Carlo work, the best known being

M. G. Kendall and B. Babi~gton Smith (19)9) Tables of Random
Sam'Jli0e Numbers, Tracts for Comnuters; and Cambridge
University Press and Rand Cor90ratlon (1955), A I'1illi£!!
Rand2.'}LJ2.igi~~_\!ltLhQ.Q.,OOO

Free Press.

Normal Deviates., Glencoe, Illinois:

The Rand tables are also available on punched

oards for direct use In the
After

q

co~~uters.19

discussion of random numbers we corne to the

applications of the technique, the :nost interesting side of
a study of Monte Carlo methods.

The methods are beco'nlng

widely used to solve many different t1ipes of problems in
all s1 tuatlons.

Since Ulem and Von NeU:!lB.nn were among the

first to develop the method to any extent, it was

use~

mainl,Y on problens of nuclear ohyslcs, such as the di "'fusion
of neutrons, the absorpti.on of gamna rays and atomic pile
20
shielding.
Other scientif.ic problems, such as the lifetime
of co'nets, or controllirlg floodwAter can even be efficiently
solved with Monte Carlo methods.

The military has found it

useful in si'llulating air bAttle rno.jels.

Maybe the most

pro'nising field which is still new and has much potential is
in the Rrea of business Bnd ooerations research.
been used in

t~e

It has

analysis of storage systems and inventory

p.)licy, in the study of bottlenecks and queueing syste:ns in
21
industrial oroductlon processes.
ActuArial appliCAtions of

19

Hammersley,

?O

- McCracken,

21

Hf::llnmersley,

OPe
OPe
OPe

cit., q.
cit., o.

26.
96.

cit., p. 44.
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Monte CArlo methods have found great use in recent years.
closer loo!e 8t SO'!le spec tfic exq'nples

0

A

f these p.pplica ti 0 as

will gi.ve a clearer ins1.p:ht i,',to how Nonte C,grl:) --nethods
operate.
Actuarial aocltcAt1.0t1s are becoming more prominent in
the in::mrr:lnce business and h8ve many f8scin.sttng results.
'rhe method in one exa'1lDle is used

in~aktng

lTI')rtaltty

studies for a closed group of lives. Basically this technique simUlates the 'TIortality outcoEe of the group with the
construction of a llod.el which has the same probabllistic
properties.

If a life has probability q. of death, then a

random number is given the same risk of being less than or
equa 1 to

q~

- Rn event which has the same pro b8 bi 1 i ty

~.

The solution of the model results in a frequency distribution
of claim costs for the group being studied.

This technique

makes only one assumDtion, that q:t is the .'3ct;ua,l probabtli ty
of

~eath

for each life in the group.

This routine of CO''lpa,ring a r9ndom number with the
probabi Ii ty of depth, repeated
being

studie~

'n~my

ti'1les for

A

group of 11 ves

simulates several trials of the mortality

experience for the year.

An experiment of this type was

programmed on the Datatron 205 with a deck of cards, one card
for

e~ch

life in the group containing the age, sex, and

amount of insurance in force for that life, being the input
of the program.

The output showed the 8mount of claims for

each tr:L8,1, the average claims for all tri8.1s, 9nd flnally
a frequency distribution of claiJlS.

-_._-------------

9

The group consisted of 306 m9les aging from 23 to 75
years old with insurance coverage from t2,000 to ,10,000.
The expected clai:ns for this group were $17,200, bRsed on

the 1950-1954

interco~pany

group mortality experience.

After 100 trials were rna de , the average amount of claims
per trial W8S $17,625, which shows how very close the Monte
Carlo technique estimates the expeeted claims.
was

the~

The following

frequency distribution of claims for the group:
Amount of-- -claims
---_._
-"-"--- .-

Number of trials

.......

° - 25,000

25,000 - 27,000
27,000 - 30,000
30,000 - 35,000
35,000
Greater

• • • • • • • 82

·....

·.....
·.... .

50,000
th~n

50,000

Total

.0

. .9

. .5

. • . . . .4

.....

.0
100

Thus, there is an 18~ chance that claims for the year will
exceed ~25,000, a 9% chance of exceeding $30,000, a 4%
chance of exceeding *35,000, and a very small chance of
exceeding $50,000.

°-

A further breakdown of claims for the

';~25,000 range was not available for this problem.

22

Monte Carlo techniques are also useful in determining
distribution charts that illustrate the probRbi+ i ty that
with a certain premium formula the insurance company will
not suffer a loss which is greater than a specified 1)er cent
22

Russell M.. Collins, Jr., "Actuarial Application of the
Monte Carlo Technique", Reprinted frOID the Transactions of
the S'2,ciety oft\ctuari~, Vol. XIV, 1962, pp. 365-.357.-
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on X number of polic1es.

It can even be used to find what

premium to charge for a policy if X number are sold so that
the loss will be less than B certain per cent.

The following

is an illustretion of how Monte Carlo methods could be
applied to

suc~

oroblems.

problem provided

The plan of insurance in the

sum insured for n yeRrS with an endow-

8

ment E payable at the end of the term period.

The 2n+1

different margins were constructed from information
already known concerning probabiltty of death and withdrawsl for the insurance period.
II

. . . essentially

p

(Margins for

tyoe of asset share at the

ter'llin!';'tion of that oollcy • • • ").
2n+1 margins and the

proble~

in which a policy can be

Gal icy are
ti~e

of

The computer stored the

associated with the 2n+1 Ways

termi~ated.

ber of Dol i.cies issued annw=Jlly,
tri but ion of averagenargins

8.

p~r

S8Y

For a specific num15, to obtain a d1s-

'1;;1000 of sum insured

B

Monte CArlo process determined the losses and !Seins for the
year by selecting
policies.

8

termination 'fear for eAch of the 15

By repeating this ooer8tion 3000 times for the

15 policies, the 3000 average

~argins

were useri to draw

the graph of the frequency distribution. 23 Different distrlbutLon curves for oer cent losses 8ccording to the number of colicies sold could be cODputed in the same manner.
Many unexpfcted a:1d fascinating applicRtions of Monte

23John M. Boerrneester, "An experiment concerning confidence
1 i"TIt ts for gro ss ore 'II turns" Pe,rt I, Actuarial He search COYlfer":.£9.~_on Risk TheorLand~~!.£~~f._!i~ltiv§;ri8te-t.2.~1;r:sil2.'
Univers1ty of Michi~an, 1900.
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so~et1mes

Carlo techniques are

discovered as

~r.

Burton D.

Jay illustrAted in his article in tIThe Actuary" newsletter.
He desGrlbed how the Monte C8.rlo method was ap'·Jlied to an
insurance sale s conte st called GIB tNGO.

For every "G IB" or

Guaranteed Issue Benefit option sold, a letter B, It Nt G t or

o

was to be awarded randomly according to the last digit of

the oolicy number.

The salesma:1 would be aw·rded$50 when

he had collected all five letters for every policy sold
below ~10,OOO or ~100 for 001ic1es over &10,000.
card or letter TIE'ed8d

W!38

given whenever

8

A "wild"

s8les nan issued a
y

new policy as a result of the Guara.nteed InsurAbility opt1on.
The Sales Department wanted to know what the costs of the
contest would be a:1d what the chpnces WFre of

8

sales'nan

i:r;etting a BV;GO if he sol':1 five, six, etc. G.l.B.'s.

The

Monte Carlo

~ethod

was applied after calculations grew too

inefflcielt

be~ong

eight sales.

~':hen

cost

of just
be too

WFtS

found to be:pl0, 800 with a sta.ndard dE·viation

under~2,OOO
s~alL

The contest was cancelled

8nd it W8S found that the prizes would

to provide real incentive for a reasonable

volurne of s,"1es.

3ut finding new uses of the method for

811 tyoes of problems

c~m

:Jrovide not only enjoyment but

a valuable kn8wledge of refinements and pr g ctlces which
are useful for future problems.

24

Telephone cO'tlpanies are other businesses having to de-al

24

Burton D. Jay, "Risk Theor,Y: An Interesting Application",
The Aqt~y~he Newsle~ter of the Society of_Act~ari~,
Vol. It No.1, March 19')7, n. 4.
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with probabilistic

proble~s

such as setting up exchanges.

Chance arises because the demand for service at anyone time
depends on individual decisioYJ.s and is quite unpredictable.
The planner must decide how many of the swi tches that are
used in the course of a telephone call should be installed.
To do this he uses a suitable probability distribution for
rancio7Yl fluctuations to the 8.verage call i ng rate at the busy
hours of the day.

Using the Monte Carlo method can

the random fluctuations needed.

~roduce

25

i'Iilitary use of thisnethod tn the study of air battle
~odels

is another examole of determining an outcome for an

event by ranriom choice.

The cO'n"}uter keeps track of air-

craf'tsClnd rnissles at each increme'!t of time.
on, each item is

"~~ved"

a0cordin~

and other characteristics.
drooped and so on.

As time moves

to its nisslon, spped,

Planes are

detecte~,

bo~bs

These events and :)utcomes B.re probabilis-

tic in nAture so the use of the Monte Carlo technique simulates this

~spect.26

The use of probability is not so obvious in the next
example)f l.Vlonte Carlo calculat lons applied to the control
of floodwater and the construction of dams on the Nile.

It

is cons:lderea a probabilistic oroble"n because the quantity
of water in the rivpr varies randomly fro'll season to season.

25 Hammersley,

OPe

ctt.,

0.

3.

26 AndreN G:Pavret, Introductton to Di.gi ta.l COmeuter
Aeelic~;!~io!}~

19')5), p. 13D.

--- -----. --------

(New YorK, Reinhold Publish; ng Corporation,
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The data used cor-ststed of records of weather, r,8infall, and
water levels over a period of 48 yeArs.

The problem was to

see what would hapuen to the wBter if certain dams were
built and certain w8ter control policies were exercised.
Each combination of dam sites and policies plus certain
meterological coy:di tions in extremely dry or wet years and
in a typical year all had to be examined.

Then each combin-

8tlon had to be evaluated in terms of construction costs
and other economic factors.

Theoretical mathematics could

not be used because of the many practical details such as
the chF-Lracteristics of the river bed And losses by eV8por9t i on.

But direct Monte Ca.rlo simulation could be used even

though it still de:na':1ded a large quantity of calculations
on a high speed comouter. 27
Another direct si!TIulation problem without too 'nany
scientific details is concerned with the lifetl.21e of comets.
A long period comet follows a sequence of elliptid orbits

with the sun at one focus.

Scientists know that the comet's

energy is inversely proportional to the length of the semi~ajor

8xls of the ellipse and at one short time when the

co~et

passes through the

~lanets

im~ed18te

vicinity of the sun And

on its orbit, the comet loses

so~e

of its energy

bpc8use of the gravitational field of Jupiter And Saturn.
The energy is

~ecre8sed

by 8

r8ndo~

use of the Monte Carlo technique.

cO~Donent,

thus suggesting

The successive energy

losSF's nay be taken as independent rando')1 nmnbers,

27Hammersley,

OPe

clt., pp. 43-44.

D"

n.:t'

14

~,

• • • , drawn frorn a standardized nor:nE!l distrtbution.

comet st8rtlng with an energy
energie s of -z., , -z,

=

-ZD

+ n"

h8s on the next orbits

-ZD'

-z~

A

=

-z, + n.:t. • •

This

process continues until Z changes sign which means the comet
den.g.rts on
S;i

hyoerbo 1 i c orb! t and is lost from the solar

"1

stem.
According to Kepler's Third Law, the time t9ken to

..-%.

describe an orbit with energy -z is Z

and the total ltfe-

time of the comet would be:

r-I

G =~

where ZT is the first

i=D

negative quantity in the sequence

zQ , z"

• • •

G is B. rAndom variable 8nd the problem is to determine its
distribution for a specifi.c zo.
proble~

'!'heoretical handling of the

is too difficult because of the -3/2 exponent, but

simulation mekes the problem eRsier to solve.
The requlred
n

n~

car! be generated by the for!11ula:

= E, -+ EtA. + ... + f~ - Ya.N

(which depends on the central limit
This procedure wes reneated
nro~ort'on peg)

g gave

8

function

9

theore~)

large number of

with N
ti!118S

=

12.

end the

of those values of G which dtd not exceed

direct estimate of the required distribution

P(G~g).28

Applications dealt wi th in physics are :'1any times too
cornolex to understand wl thout a certain knowledge of nuclee.r
ph,vsics, but one i llustratlon of low energy showers C8n be

28Rammersley,

OPe

clt., pp.

44-45.

1.5
briefly examined for the basic principles of the Monte Carlo
method used.

Because of the statistlcal n8ture of these

ShOtAlerS they Bre e8 sily treated by the Monte Carlo :nethod.
The material chosen in the article was lead.

.f>,S8

photon 1s

absorbed in the lead, it forms a pair of electrons which in
turn radiate Dhotons again.

After several

st8~es

of this

cycle t:he initial energy becomes diVided among many low
energy electrons and 9hotons.

To simulate this

phen~menon,

the eli stance into the lead WBS <1i vlded into intervals of
gbout ')ne filil imeter.

The electrons or .)hotons were then

followed through the intervals
by s9innlng

~

wheel of chance.

~:1nd

their fate established

This wheel of chance was a

cylind€!r which had a fami ly of curves drawn on it relating
to properties of electrons 8nd

choto~s.

It wes tested for

randomness and the details of the curyes Bre Dot necessary in
underst8.nding the besic orinciple of using the Monte Carlo
method.

The wheel was spun 8_t each interval until the

electron had lost all its energy.

Then the operator would

follow the electron and photons until the whole shower was
dead.

29
A final apr)11_cation, which is closely 8ssociBted with

oroble~s

of diffusion processes such as the neutron showers

example, :jegls wi th percolati:m processes.

They are con-

cerned "with deterministic flow in a random medium, in contr8st with diffUSion processes which 8.re concerned with

20
'Robert R. Wilson, "Showers Produced by Low Energy Electrons
and Photons", Monte C8rlo ~'lethod, (U.S. Department of Com'Tlerce,
National Bureau of Standards Apolied Mathematics Series, 12),
pp. 1-2.

--.-..----

...
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random flow in a

deter~lnistic

~edium."

F~r

most problems

of this type, Monte CArlo :"J.ethods provide the only known
way of obtaining quantitative answers.
A typical example of this t\pe of ap;licati:m is called

bond percoletlon on the cubic lattice.

The questi:m is to

what extent will the interior of a porous material get wet
if put in

8

bucket of water.

SO'Tle of the interconnecting

pores of the material are large enough to c::mvey water and
some

+:00

sIDall so that they block any passage of W!:::lter.

The situatl')n is idealized by Supuos1.ng the pores form a
cubic lattice.

PIeces where pores interconnect are called

sites and two sites which are a unit distance apart are
neighbors.

Pores are also referred to

8S

bonds and each has

probability p of being large en0ugh to transmit water and
probability q=l-p of being too sl1all.When we

il'Jl'~,erse

the

chunk of material all sites on its surface become wet, and
frolu the se sites the water flows through unblo cked bonds
into the interior.
The percolation probability pep) stands for the proDortion of interior s1 tes which beco1'\e "'Jet when M (the number
of s1 tes along ea.ch edge of the chunk) is very large.

It

pea) = a

and

is a non-decreasing function of
P(l)

=

1.

Q,

such that

There exists a number Po called the critical

probability, such that when the proportion of unblocked
Dores 1s less than Po , the water vlets only the sktn of the
lump.

But when the proDortion is grea ter than Po , the

water wets the interior almost uniformly.

Symbolically,
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P(p)

=

0 when 0 ~ p <: Po , while P(p)

> 0 for Po<P

=1.

If we wish to calculate Po the critical probability, it's
not hard to imagine i"lhat 8.n enormous amount of calculation
would be involved if direct simulation wer('! used.

Random

numbers would label each bond as either blocked with probability q or unblocked with probability p, and each site
would be examined.

If the site were connected to a wet site

by 8.n unblocked bond, the examination would continue until
nonore sites could be made wet.
the number of wet si te s.

Finally we would count

gut if M is large, say :1=200,

there ere eight million sites and twenty-four million bonds
in the chunk.

This would require a tremendous amount of

storage faci.lity in the computer.

To exa'TIine all the sites

it might require one or two hundred repetittons before no
more sites could be wetted.

Then to obtain a graoh of pep)

we must repeat the work for sbout fifty different values of
p.

This

wou~d

require about 10

12

or 10 13 pieces of infor-

mation and would keep a :nodern high speed

co'n~uter

busy for

about fifty years.
By changing our viewpoint slightly, we can over-come this

difficulty.

Instead of stqrting water from all sites along

the surface and looking at the inward flow, we can start
the water at just one fixed interior site called the source
site and follow its outward flow.

If p,.,(p) represents

the probabll 1.. ty that the water will wet at leB.st N other
sites, then as N Rpproaches infinity, P", (p) approaches p(p).
It turns out that NN6000 is a sufficiently lArge number.

-r

_

-

-

---_....,.- ----_ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Besides reducing storage requirements, the Monte Carlo
eXoeriment needs to be repeated only until either all N

N are wet, but no unblocked bonds

sites are wet or fewer than
lead to a dry site.

The total computing time reduces to

about one year, still a very large amount of cOlnmtlng to
be oractica.l.
One more transformation on the oroblem can reduce the
computing time even further.

This time we can calculate P(p)

Simultaneously for all values of p frolTl only one Monte Carlo
exp~rim~~!lt

v~lues

instead of re::>eattng the experiment for several

of p to build uo the p;raph of P (p) as in the second

version.

Before, we labeled each bond as either blocked or

unblocked;

while now we as.3ign a rectangularly distributed

ranr::lo]T} variable

E independently

to each bond.

Infini tely

many different fluids start from the same source site instead
of one single fluid as beforeo.
ber g in 0

~

Each fluid will hRve a num-

g:='l and will be called the g-f1uid.

If we say

that a particular bond with an assigned random Ewill be
capable of transmitting the g-fluid if and on Ly if g
if the

i~-fluid

~

e,

then

wets S sites then a1.l g-fluids that are

less than g" will o:>lso wet S 81 tes.

If eN is the maxi1TIum

value of g such that g-fluids Tl'1et N or more sites, it can
be orov'ed that ? (gk~

1-p) =

to be c;91cul-8ted is

9

of valu·es

gN~l-p

P", (p) •

Therefore all that needs

sample ·)f values for gtJ.

\'lil1 be an estimate of PN(p) for each p

in 0 ~ p ~ 1. 30

30 Hammersley,

OPe

The proportion

Cit., pp.

134-139.
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Thi s bond percole,tion problem has demonstrated not
only tte Monte Carlo technique but the value of using
transfor'llations on the 1)r::>blecns from direct simulation to
m~ke

the Monte Carlo method more efficient And prpcticable.
These apnlicAtions are quite vqried and as the Monte

Carlo technique is usednorla. 8"1d more, new refinements will
make it an efflcient'D.ethod for solvingllany other problems
in science and business.

With the rise of the computer

age, knowledge of the Monte Carlo method is becoming

8

valuable asset in obtaining the best use of the computers
that are available to 110st companies.

Soluttons that were

once impossible ::>r whtch involved a prohibitive amount of
comoutation are now being solved with e:'flciency and accurate
results because of mants ever-searching mind 8nd constRnt
desire to ID8ke all things possible a.nd easier in the present
world.
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